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Copyright / Liability 
The content of this page was created with reasonable care. For correctness, completeness and
actuality of the contents no responsibility is taken. As offerror of this page we are not legally
obligated to observe the information given to us or observe transfered and saved external
information. Neither we have to search for circumstances which indicate illegal Activities.
Commitments to remove or block several contents required by the provisions of local law are
excluded from this. Any Liability in this context is possible as recently as we took
acknowledgement of any wrongdoing, in this case the affected content will be eliminated
immediately. There is no responsibility taken for direct, indirect or any other damage
independent from the reason, which where caused by using or not being available of any
service or information of this homepage as far as the local law allows. 

 The content of this page copyrighted. All given information is for personal use only. Any further
usage specially as archiving in databases, duplication, commercial utilisation and the circulation
of content, parts of the content, modified content to any third person without given permission is
not allowed. Excluded from this area are data made available for download and attached with a
special user agreement. 

Liability for Links
This service may contain links to external websites where we have no bearing on. So there
can't be taken any responsibility for the presented content on this sites. The responsibility for
this sites belongs to their offeror or operator. At the time of linking to other sites the content of th
linked site was prooved and no possible infringement was recognisable. A constant control of
content of linked sites without any indication of wrongdoing is unacceptable. If we take
acknowledgement of any wrongdoing the affected links will be eliminated immediately. 

Privacy / Data Protection
As far as there are any individual related data (e.g name, address, e-mail)are saved by this site
it happens unsolicited. The useage of the given service and offers usually possible without
according individual related data . The usage of given contact data by obligation of imprint for
commercial, grantless advertisement or informational sendings is not allowed. The offeror of the
site reserves the right to start proceedings in the case of unsolicited sendings, especially
commercials or spam - mails. 

 If there are any differences or antagonisms between the german and the english text the
german version keeps accuracy as this is an Austrian site and the official language is german.
The english version is just to give consideration to internet "main language". We apologise any
grammar and spelling mistakes.
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